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There are many methods for sufficient dimension reduction. Sliced inverse regression ([@B21]) and sliced average variance estimation ([@B10]) are among the early proposals and continue to be widely used in practice. Others include principal Hessian direction estimation ([@B22]; [@B4]), iterative Hessian transformation estimation ([@B8]), the Fourier method ([@B36]), partial least squares estimation ([@B20]), and directional regression ([@B20]).

By construction, ([1](#asw057M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is linear sufficient dimension reduction. [@B6] introduced nonlinear sufficient dimension reduction as a generalization of ([1](#asw057M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$Y\, ╨\, X \mid \phi(X),$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this article, we focus on sufficient dimension reduction in binary classification. In the regression context with a continuous response $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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[@B18] proposed principal support vector machines, a unified learning framework for sufficient dimension reduction in regression. [@B18] showed that the normal of an optimal hyperplane separating the sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this article, motivated by the properties of principal support vector machines for sufficient dimension reduction in regression, we propose a new dimension reduction method for binary classification, called the principal weighted support vector machine. The basic idea is to consider optimal hyperplanes that separate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As an illustration, we consider two simple models: (i) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2. LINEAR PRINCIPAL WEIGHTED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE {#SEC2}
===================================================

2.1. Population level {#SEC2.1.}
---------------------

We start by briefly introducing the weighted support vector machine, which will serve as the building block for the proposed method. For a given set of data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fisher consistency of the weighted support vector machine ensures that a hyperplane $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1 provides a theoretical foundation for the linear principal weighted support vector machine for linear sufficient dimension reduction.
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The assumption in Theorem 1 is known as the linearity condition. It implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the principal weighted support vector machine, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.2. Finite-sample estimation and solution paths {#SEC2.2}
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2.3. Large-sample properties {#SEC2.3}
----------------------------

Asymptotic results for the linear principal weighted support vector machine are closely connected with those for the linear support vector machine ([@B14]; [@B16]) and the principal support vector machine ([@B18]). Without loss of generality, we assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Throughout this subsection, we make the following regularity assumptions:
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{n^{1/2}({\hat{\theta}}_{n} - \theta_{0}) = - n^{- 1/2}H_{\theta_{0}}^{- 1}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}D_{\theta_{0}}(Z_{i}) + o_{p}(1),} \\
\end{array}$$*where*$$\begin{array}{cl}
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2.4. Determination of structural dimension {#SEC2.4}
------------------------------------------
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3. KERNEL PRINCIPAL WEIGHTED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE {#SEC3}
===================================================

3.1. Population level {#SEC3.1}
---------------------

Under ([2](#asw057M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we consider the following objective function as a nonlinear generalization of ([4](#asw057M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$\Lambda_{\pi}(\alpha,\psi) = \text{var}\{\psi(X)\} + \lambda E\left\{ {w_{\pi}(Y)|1 - Yf(X;\alpha,\psi)|_{+}} \right\},$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 5 provides a theoretical foundation for the nonlinear principal weighted support vector machine.
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3.2 Finite representation via kernel trick {#SEC3.2}
------------------------------------------
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3.3 Estimation {#SEC3.3}
--------------
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4. SIMULATION STUDIES {#SEC4}
=====================

4.1. Linear sufficient dimension reduction {#SEC4.1}
------------------------------------------

The following model is assumed for the simulation: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Five different decision functions are considered: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4.2 Nonlinear sufficient dimension reduction {#SEC4.2}
--------------------------------------------
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[@B18] argued that the nonlinear principal support vector machine can transform a difference in variability in the original space to a difference in location in the reduced feature space obtained from the kernel principal support vector machine. This is how the kernel support vector machine works for nonlinear classification, and a similar phenomenon is observed in the kernel principal weighted support vector machine.
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5. WISCONSIN BREAST CANCER DATA {#SEC5}
===============================

We use the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer data available at <http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.html>. The dataset contains diagnoses of breast cancer for 569 subjects with 30 predictors. For the linear principal weighted support vector machine, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 4.Wisconsin diagnostic breast cancer data: panel (a) depicts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In practice, the goal is often the improvement of classification accuracy after dimension reduction. In this regard, we carry out validation analysis as follows. First, we randomly split the data into training and test sets of equal size. Different sufficient dimension reduction methods are then applied to the training set, and the five-nearest-neighbour classifiers are applied to train a classifier on the estimated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Most sufficient dimension reduction methods with a carefully selected $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$k$\end{document}$, except sliced average variance estimation, perform reasonably well, in the sense that they do not lose information for classification after sufficient dimension reduction. In particular, probability-enhanced sliced inverse regression outperforms the others regardless of the number of sufficient predictors used, but the linear principal weighted support vector machine also shows promising performance. The kernel principal weighted support vector machine performs unsatisfactorily in terms of classification accuracy, and linear sufficient dimension reduction seems to be enough for this example.

DISCUSSION {#SEC6}
==========

The proposed principal weighted support vector machine is not directly applicable when the number of predictors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In multiclass classification, [@B33] proposed a model-free probability estimation method based on robust weighted multiclass support vector machines by using their Fisher consistency. It is possible to develop the principal weighted multiclass support vector machine for sufficient dimension reduction in multiclass classification.
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[Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} available at *Biometrika* online includes proofs of the technical results, the details of the modified algorithm to estimate the structural dimension for the linear principal weighted support vector machine, additional simulation results, and real data validation.

[^1]: SIR, sliced inverse regression; SAVE, sliced average variance estimation; PLS, partial least squares estimation; FCN, Fourier method; IHT, iterative Hessian direction; DR, directional regression; PRE, probability-enhanced sliced inverse regression; PWSVM, principal weighted support vector machine.

[^2]: The largest standard error for the results is 0$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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